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Even the **Natural Disasters** can not be Predicted or Prevent to be happened,

Thus, We’ve to **mitigate** the damage from its.
Vulnerability:
- Budget
- Information
- Prone area
- Right of Action
- Awareness
- Evacuation plan
  - Waterway
  - Volunteer
- No evacuation training
- Law & Regulations
- Shallowness of canals

Benefits:
- Leadership
- Strengthening Political
- Geographic Information Report
- Allocated budget
- Community network
- Self-controlled of watergates

Challenges:
- Highest level of Flooding
- Longest duration of Flooding
- High demand of Materials & Equipments
- 11 kms shore length
- Leakage points
- Lack & Exhausted officials
- Permanent concrete dyke

Overcome:

UNITY & TEAMS
T = Technique, Time
E = Evaluation
A = Administration
M = Man Money Material Management
S = Spirit & Sacrifice
Build Resilient city for our future.